\AUGUST MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

ABOUT OUR SPEAKER

Show and Tell was the theme for August with lots of interesting projects, jigs and designs from member workshops.
New Member R. E. Huffaker described his homebuilt wooden bandsaw which he built. All of the members
present expressed their interest in seeing this machine in action
at a later date.
Dick Hopes showed some recent toys he has made
for children
a multiple car train and a truck design he built
using his Delta lathe. Rod Nunley showed a bandsaw cut wall
planter made from a series of glued-up peices. Rod said that
these take nearly 8 feet of lumber to make.

Chuck Middleton, a CITGO employee, will demonstrate Entarsa
techniques at his shop in Sulphur. See the map on the back of
this newsletter on how to get there.

,

Bill Tolin, one of our

esteemed turners, showed off a

wooden watch, which his spouse had recently purchased for
him. George Kuffel demonstrated a simple dove-tail jig he
used to build drawers for his fly-tying desk.
Gene Young, also a master machinist, showed a pocket
hole drilling jig he built derrived from the Highland Hareware
design. Gene showed a simple inside parallel measuring tool
that's great for insuring that your wooden drawers are parallel.
shaper jig for compound curves, model steam engine and first-class stake puller rounded out Gene's presentation.
Chuck Middleton, our speaker and presenter this
month, showed an antique car design he got from the Tbys &
.Ioys catelog (360-354-3448) made of walnut and poplar. This
catelog is a good source for toy making plans and supplies.

A wooden

Chuck also showed a Dremel Tool-based router jig he designed
that will appear in an up-coming issue of Wood Magazine.

Barry Humphus showed the prototype of his Stebbins
Table, a small and easy to build folding drink and food table
for bringing out when you have guests. Barry also provided
members with the detailed plans for the table so we can build
our own versions of this simple but useful item. Barry had several copies of the plans for his professional pool table that he
built last Summer.
After the Show & Tell, the members discussed future
presentations and what they would like to see. Some of the
ideas suggested were: router setup, bits, jigs and use, lathe work
and turning, metal jig making, high precision wood cutting,
marketry and venering, wood lamination tecniques, creative
clamping, door making and glasswork, mirrow and picture
frame design and tecniques.
Another suggestion was to compile a list of wood suppliers and what they sell locally and regionally. Barry Humphus
will begin the research on this and will publish the list in an upcoming issue of the Newsletter. Please contact Barry if you

know of suppliers, especially local, who provide wood products beyond the typical oak, poplar and pine varieties.
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MAILINGLIST
A member mailing list with member names, addresses and
phone numbers will be mailed to each member shortly.
FEEDBACK
Have something for sale
ideas in the Newsletter?

tool, project

or design? Want your
-If you have an idea
or two you or dea

tailed plans or an iten or two for sale, just contact Barry
Humphus at 439-6383 (work) or 477-8474 (home). or send an
email to bhumphus@laol.net. and we will include it in the next
Newsletter.

GEL STAINS
When I got into woodworking in the mid-7O's, choosing a stain
was pretty much a matter of selecting 3 gslsl
I don't recall
a choice of types of stains. But now, in addition-to liquid stains,
there are also gel stains.

What are the differences between liquid stains and gel stains?.

As the name implies, gel stains have a much thicker consistency than liquid stains. Because of this, a gel stain doesn,t run
all over the workpiece and the floor, even when you apply it to
a vertical surface like a chair leg. The thickness of a gel stain
depends on the brand you use. Some have the consistency

ofa

milk shake and are squeezed out of a bottle, while others

are

more like a thick malt.
One other nice thing about gel stains is you don,t have
to keep stirring them as you work. Because they're thicker, the
color pigment stays suspended instead of settling out in the
bottom of the can. This means you get a consistent color from
the top to the bottom of the can. But the real test of a stain is
whether it creates a nice, even color when it,s applied to the
workpiece.

/

September I lth, Saturday 9:00 AM ./
Entarsia Demonstration, Shop of
Chuck Middleton, 7 2l Roberta,..sulphur
See Map on Back of Newsleydr
October 9th, Saturday, 9:00 AM
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FOLDING A BANDSAW BLADE
Folding a bandsaw blade is trickier to explain than it is to do. I once knew how to do it but somehow the
information was displaced by something else. I recently found this illustration in an old Sunset Books
article on tools, tried it and it always works for me. The illustrations below show the process, step by step.

,t

A

I ' First hold the blade beneath your toes, grasping the blade at the top with your arm twisted so your thumb
is pointing out and your elbow is facing away from your body.

2. Then turn your hand clockwise. As your hand approaches 180" from your starting position, the blade

will look like a figure eight.

3. Continue turning your hand while following the blade down until your thumb is pointing outward
again.
The blade will have coiled up on itsetf.

Natura1compoundsfo11dinmany*oooffi.MostwoodscontainSomecompounds
that could adversely affect health if consumed in an adequately high dose. These compounds, however,
little risk when put in the mouth for a short while. So I doubt that blocks of any of the species
you mention would be harmful to a child. The bigger risk is asphyxiation. Children, especially
toJdlers,
have an irresistible urge to put everything into their mouths. It's critically important the
blocks, for example, be large enough to prevent a child from getting one stuck in his throat.
Oak contains high levels of tannic acid, and pine contains resins and terpenes. If a child were to
gnaw on either of these woods vigorously, the result could be a very memorable bellyache.
Cherry produces cyanide-like compounds, which are potentially lethal, but they tend to concentrate in the fruit and foliage of the tree. The wood is not known for causing fatalities.
Walnut contains a substance called juglone, which is both a sedative and a laxative. I never
use walnut when making toys or kitchen utensils, though I'm probably being overly
cautious.
Still, using'a finish such as shellack,.is a good idea. Blocks will stay Oiigtrt and clean. Also, a finish
will seal the grain, making it less likely the child will pick up any splinters oithut genns will establish a
home in the pores of the wood. But be sure to select a finish that yo; know to
be nontoxic.
pose very
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